Chapter 29  Prevention of Contact Lens–related Disorders

TABLE 29-5

Insertion of Hard and RGP Lenses

 After washing hands, remove one lens from












the lens storage case, rinse it with fresh
conditioning/soaking solution, and inspect
it for cleanliness and signs of damage
(cracks or chips).
If a wetting or conditioning solution is being
used, place a few drops on the lens.
Place the lens on the top of the index finger
(see drawing A).
Place the middle finger of the same hand on
the lower lid and pull it down (see drawing
B).
With the other hand, use a finger to lift the
upper lid and then place the lens on the eye
(see drawing C).
Release the lids and blink.
Check vision immediately to see if the lens
is in the proper position.
If vision is blurred, blink three to four times.
If vision is still blurred, the lens may be off
center, on the wrong eye, or dirty.
Instill one to three drops of rewetting or
reconditioning drops into the eye.
If vision is not improved, remove the lens,
place several drops of wetting/conditioning
solution onto both surfaces, and reinsert.
Repeat all steps with the other lens.

cleaner, a soaking solution, a wetting solution, and a rewetting solution should be recommended.

Insertion and Removal
See Tables 29-5 and 29-6 for instructions on inserting and
removing hard lenses.

TABLE 29-6
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Removal of Hard and RGP Lenses

 Before removing the lens, fill the storage
cases with soaking/conditioning solution.

 Remove the top from the cleaning
solution.

 Place a hand (or a towel) under the eye.
 Use one of the following methods to
remove the lens from the eye.

Two-finger Method of Removing Lenses
 Place the tip of the forefinger of one hand
on the middle of the upper eyelid by the
lashes as shown in drawing A.
 Place the forefinger of the other hand on
the middle lower lid margin (see drawing
A).
 Push the lids inward and then together
(see drawing B). The lens should pop out.
 If the lens becomes decentered onto only
the white part of the eye, recenter the
lens and try again.

Temporal Pull/Blink Method
of Removing Lenses
 Place an index finger on the temporal
edge of the lower and upper lids. Initially,
widen the eyelids a little as shown in
drawing C.
 Stretch the skin outward and slightly
upward without allowing the lid to slide
over the lens. Blink briskly (see drawing
D). The lens will pop out because of the
pressure of the eyelids at the top and
bottom of the lens. Blinking facilitates
removal after the lids have been
tightened around the lens.

RGP Contact Lenses
The new generation of RGP lenses combines the optical
qualities of PMMA and the oxygen permeability of soft
lenses. Generally, RGP lenses can deliver two to three times
more oxygen to the cornea than soft lenses of the same
thickness. However, to maintain rigidity (which is important for the proper lens fit and correction of astigmatism),
RGP lenses are generally thicker than soft lenses. Newer
RGP lenses still transmit much more oxygen to the cornea
than do most soft lenses, while covering only the central
75% of the cornea. RGP lenses, unlike soft lenses, also
exchange up to 20% of the postlens tear volume per blink.
RGP lenses have been investigated for continuouswear use, and some have been approved for 1 to 30 days
of extended wear. The use of continuous-wear lenses is
somewhat controversial as these lenses have been implicated in causing corneal ulcers (eruptions on the corneal
surface), which, in rare instances, can lead to partial or
complete blindness.
RGP lenses are available in several types of materials.
One type of RGP lens is composed of silicone acrylates that
combine silicone with methyl methacrylate and methacrylic

acid and/or hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) in varying amounts. This material is relatively stable and fairly
inflexible. Examples of this type of lens include Polycon
II and Paraperm O2.
Fluorine may also be a component of RGP lenses, in
the form of either fluorosilicone acrylate or fluoropolymer
lenses. An example of this type of lens is the Boston
Equalens.
Of the many RGP materials available, the fluorosilicone acrylates are the most commonly used.6

Advantages
Advantages of RGP lenses vary depending on the type of
materials used. Fluorinated lenses offer the advantages of
increased oxygen transmissibility and reduced lipophilicity
problems. These lenses also have less surface reactivity,
thereby decreasing tear deposits.

Disadvantages
Disadvantages of RGP lenses also vary depending on the
type of materials used. Silicone acrylate lenses have less

